1.01
Types of Biomedical Research

Read "What is Basic Biomedical Research?" and complete the following:

1. What is the definition of Basic Research?
2. Describe in detail Basic Research.
3. Why is Basic Research the hardest type?
4. What did Comroe and Dripps find about basic research?

Read "What is Clinical Research?" and complete the following:

1. What is usually gained by Basic and Clinical research?
2. What is Clinical research primarily for?
3. Where does Clinical research take place?
4. What is a main goal of Clinical research?
5. Describe in detail 2 findings that Clinical research has focused on.

Read "What is Applied Research?" and complete the following:

1. What is Applied Research directed toward?
2. What does Applied research use to conduct their research?
3. Give 3 examples of Applied Cancer Research: